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About This Game

The Girl on the Train - a short kinetic visual novelfrom NewWestGames
Follow the story of Hana, a high school delinquent who, after a rough day, notices a gorgeous, tall, foreign looking girl on her

train ride home.

Who is this girl? Why has she never seen her before? Hana hatches a plan to get to know her, but her journey teaches her a lot
more than she expected.

Short romantic novel!
Originally part of a game jam, The Girl on the Train has been tidied up, with new artwork, expanded ending and many script

revisions.

Features

A cute, romantic quick read.

Beautiful CG art

Steam achievements!

Trading cards!
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Title: The Girl on the Train
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
NewWestGames
Publisher:
NewWestGames
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Higher

Processor: Intel Celeron or Higher

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Onboard or higher

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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This game is a cute little excuse to spend that spare buck burning a hole in your Steam wallet. It's short, it's a little tropey, it
recycles music and interface from the creators' previous games, but it's just something short and sweet to kill an hour on if you
don't wanna do anything else before you need to go somewhere.. I played for 0.3 hours...because I skipped from the start to end.
All because when I read a few sentences, I got bored.
I felt like I needed to inform everyone what this game is about. Though I don't know what to feel about it, I want to share my
thoughts.

--GENERAL--

I had no idea that this was a Yuri-themed V.N.
I didn't read the comments nor other stuff aside from the summary, so I have a fault here. I kind of wished that it was
explicitly said in the summary though. Too late. So, boo me.
It is casual indeed. As in VERY.
Don't expect anything guys. Don't.

--SCRIPT--

The script was like rushed.
The profanities were a bit forced. Sometimes, they don't add emotions well.
Poor scripting and I already knew what would happen.

--GRAPHICS--

The graphics is okay for the price. Very entry-level. So again, don't expect too much. (By the way I got this at 40% off).
I wish they improved more though because it also looks rushed.
But for the price, it's "ok."

--Music--

In general, it's FINE. Just...fine.

--PLOT--

The casual perverted style. No much emotions involved.
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Mehhh...

--My summary--
A delinquent small-chested girl was forced to go to school. One day, she met a blond girl with the huge front. The first gal is
highly interested in her. They became friends, then got misunderstandings. They talked and banged each other.

Boom!

Happily ever after. 

Very short indeed.

So don't waste your time on this game. I make better Visual Novels compared to them.
:P. It was.. bad...
The art is not so good, but if the story was better I could be ok with.
But it's not.

The fact that it is amateurish is not really a problem for me, I read a lot of fanfiction that are way worse than that.
For me the biggest problem are the incosistence, th estory is full of them. You never now when something is happening, because
there is no transitions, and even when refering to something that happenend two minutes ago, it got the date wrong...

First scene, she leaves to get ramen, next scene, she's on her way to school... the next day... and the third day, everyone act like
it's the second one, very, very confusing.

Other than that, the story is shallow, nothing is really happening, nothing is explained, we don't really care or have something to
care about.

Well, it's bad.
Fortunately it's cheap but the only reaosn I didn't ask for a refund is because it would be a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ move to ask for one after
finishing the game.. This game is a cute little excuse to spend that spare buck burning a hole in your Steam wallet. It's short, it's
a little tropey, it recycles music and interface from the creators' previous games, but it's just something short and sweet to kill an
hour on if you don't wanna do anything else before you need to go somewhere.. Short VN but worth the time.. Too short, story
was pretty scatterbrained, and just in general wasn't interesting. The main character is a jerk and never really stops being a jerk,
so she's not likable at all. Love interest is nothing more than a stick with boobs and a hole.
The R-18 patch isn't fantastic, either.

There are so many better Yuri games out there, and so many that are free. I can't say that this is worth your dollar.. Is the story
very short? yes quite short. But the story itself is just fine, very sweet and has an awesome ending. Plus its not bad for $1
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OK, some good and some very bad here... A short visual novel about an unconventional girl falling in love with a girl she rides
trains to school with. There are some obvious flaws with grammer, the art is okayish, the music and game engine is nice and the
story is fine. But in general the experience does not come over as very beleivable, slightly rushed. Then again, it was also nice to
have a look at characters with qualities that some people would object to. And also to considder marriage for everybody to
anyone they love. The world actually needs more unconventional thinkers, and rebels. And for this I will probably score this
novel better than what it should get. 5.5/10. play a game not read a book. (\u00b4\u30fb\u03c9\u30fb\uff40). I played for 0.3
hours...because I skipped from the start to end. All because when I read a few sentences, I got bored.
I felt like I needed to inform everyone what this game is about. Though I don't know what to feel about it, I want to share my
thoughts.

--GENERAL--

I had no idea that this was a Yuri-themed V.N.
I didn't read the comments nor other stuff aside from the summary, so I have a fault here. I kind of wished that it was
explicitly said in the summary though. Too late. So, boo me.
It is casual indeed. As in VERY.
Don't expect anything guys. Don't.
--SCRIPT--

The script was like rushed.
The profanities were a bit forced. Sometimes, they don't add emotions well.
Poor scripting and I already knew what would happen.
--GRAPHICS--

The graphics is okay for the price. Very entry-level. So again, don't expect too much. (By the way I got
this at 40% off).
I wish they improved more though because it also looks rushed.
But for the price, it's "ok."
--Music--

In general, it's FINE. Just...fine.
--PLOT--

The casual perverted style. No much emotions involved.

Mehhh...
--My summary--
A delinquent small-chested girl was forced to go to school. One day, she met a blond
girl with the huge front. The first gal is highly interested in her. They became
friends, then got misunderstandings. They talked and banged each other.

Boom!

Happily ever after.

Very short indeed.

So don't waste your time on this game. I make better Visual Novels compared to
them.
:P. This is a very short visual novella. Actually, a kinetic novella, as there are no
choices, and frankly very little conflict. This delinquent, who would rather play
video games needs to attend school, though she has no interest, but meets a cute
blond that she decides to find out more about. And it leads to places she is not
expecting.
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Also, considering what she considers her options before going to school... let's just
say it goes into some uncomfortable territory...

Still, good for its price.... It was.. bad...
The art is not so good, but if the story was better I could be ok with.
But it's not.

The fact that it is amateurish is not really a problem for me, I read a lot of
fanfiction that are way worse than that.
For me the biggest problem are the incosistence, th estory is full of them. You never
now when something is happening, because there is no transitions, and even when
refering to something that happenend two minutes ago, it got the date wrong...

First scene, she leaves to get ramen, next scene, she's on her way to school... the next
day... and the third day, everyone act like it's the second one, very, very confusing.

Other than that, the story is shallow, nothing is really happening, nothing is
explained, we don't really care or have something to care about.

Well, it's bad.
Fortunately it's cheap but the only reaosn I didn't ask for a refund is because it
would be a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 move to ask for one after
finishing the game.. All about lesbians.. This is a very short visual novella. Actually,
a kinetic novella, as there are no choices, and frankly very little conflict. This
delinquent, who would rather play video games needs to attend school, though she
has no interest, but meets a cute blond that she decides to find out more about. And
it leads to places she is not expecting.

Also, considering what she considers her options before going to school... let's just
say it goes into some uncomfortable territory...

Still, good for its price.... 1/10 - "censored...SKIP"
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